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Fostering IndMdual Development of Teachers (or Productivity and

Leadership Roles in Education

INTRODUCTION

In the past teachers have been forced to leave teaching to achieve adequate monetary and professional

advancement. "Career ladder development programs" offer a means for profession0 growth andcareer advancement

within the teaching profession and at the same time a system of salary rewards serves as additional incentive for
attaimng master teacher competency levels and status.

The purpose of Career Ladders for
teachers is to provide a promotion
system based on competence.
alndeman, 1986, September 23)

Senator Ann Lindeman, who is a former legislative leader, educational reformer and Chairman of the Joint
Legislative Committee on Career Ladders in the State of AJ-izona, USA, anda prime initiator of the Arizona Career

Ladder Program, has joined a cadre of community leaders and educators to propose solutions to an urgent national

problem, which in essence is the promotion of excellence in teaching.

This paper is to present results from research and evaluation of the "Pilot krizona Career Ladder Teacher
Development and Incentive Program" The emerging model has some specific directions and accomplishments which
have not been apparent in other plans presently being implemented throughout the United States. Evidence already

indicates that there is a good chance of effecting positive educational change and reform in Arizona and the Nation.

Document content is organized and presented under foa major headings as follows: (1) The Historical
Antecedents, (2) Reasons for Program Failures, (3) The Possible Program Solutions, and (4) The
Pervasive Concept of Change.

THE HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS

Overview

Caseer ladders (CL) is a teacher incentive program which completely restructw-es
the way teachers are classffied and rewarded. No longer will CL teachers be paid based
on assumed competences as a result of years of experience and additional college credit.
Instructional competency and classroom performance are the major criteria of salary
determination. Characteristically, three of four teaching levels ale identified in a career
ladder plan. Each step up the work ladder is based on systematic evaluation and brings
increased pay and higher level responsibilities such as mentoring or serving as formative
evaluators. Career ladder plans offer teathers the opportunity to advance both their
status and salaries without having to leave the classroom for other businesses or
entering adrninisn-ation. ackard & Bierlem 1986a, p. 1)



LahnzuLtitylualal
In the United States, teaching has in receni years been viewed as an undesirable cum.& choice by college entrants.

For example,"In 1966, 26 percent of all university applicants entered the college of educadon. Only 4.8 percent of
university enuants applied to the colloge of education in 1984" (Flowing Wells Unified School District Career Ladder
Plan, 1985). In past years, teaching was viewed as a prestigious career, one which am-acted a considerable number of

highly qualified individuala. Teaching is now typically seen as having low salaries and low staWs. As a result, more

academically able individuals tend to opt for careers outside of the profession. Rosenholtz and Smylie (1984) state
that, "Efforts to attract the brightest applicants, then, should focus on raising both the base pay for teachers and the
social status of teaching."

The most recent Commission (1986) meeting on A±Nation at Risk discusses the issue of needed improvements
in education. Career ladder teacher incendve programs were a major pail of the meethig agenda, and were discussed as

one of the most promising avenues in effecting needed reform in education. Spady and Marx (1984), in Excellence in

Makinuit Happen, reviewed sever0 of the major publications which provided evidence of historical
justification or reasons for the onslaught of career ladder teacher incentive programs. (See Appendix A)

These comprehensive and "systems approaches" to reform are being identified by names such as, "merit pay,"
"career ladder," "teacher development - teacher incentive" programs. They seem to be a viable solution in effecting

positive change for professional development. The literature is replete with descriptions of various models being
implemented in several states. They are all using a combination of several components dating back hundreds of yeurs

up to developments initiated witkin the last decade.

1, :AI__ _1_11_111

Newly devised career ladder programs for teachers are making use of organizational models iried in the past.
This new su-ucture reform is closely related to former affangements regarding "heirachical instructional duties" of
teachers. This fonn of organization for instruction has a long history both in the United States and Europe. In

discussions of hierarchy of instructional duties for differentiating teacher roles, Bierlein (1987) states:

The idea of taking school personnel and differentiating amongst their roles
traced back to the Bell-Lancaster monitorial programs of the 1800s.

The monitorial idea was one in which older students, under the watchful eye of
a teacher, acted as monitors instructing the younger suidents. This system
helped define the various roles of a teacher, allowMg a less trained individual to
assume some of the duties... . its real origin lies in France where Madame de
Maintenon, Rollin, La SOle and Festaloz:ti practiced it. .. many of the
Lancastriun Methods dated back to Greek md Roman instruction. Thus,
staff differentiation among educational penonnel has had its origin embedded
in the very roots of formal education. (pp. 31-32)

kerforrnque_Based Pay: Bierlein (1987) has indicated that "performance-based pay," or what has been referred to
as 'merit was implemented in 1908 in the Newton, Massachusetts schools. This type of plan had varying



degrees of success through the 20s, although, "In the 1930s and 40s, teacher organizations pushed hard for the
adoption of single salary schedules. Their rationale was that merit pay awards had been made based on subjective,

meaningless evaluations that were arbitrary and capricious." (p. 36)

Differatiated _Sta Ifiug: In the late 60s and early 70s, the concept of differentiated staffing became the new
wave. "Basically, differentiated staffmg served to form teams of teachers and teaching aides wherebya master teacher

ted as a team leader" (Bierlein, 1987, P. 39). In the early 60s, the basic models which served as foundations for
differentiated staffing designs were the "Trump plan" and the "Mien plan." Trump supported the specializadon
of administrative, professional, and paraprofessional roles . and Allen proposed a hierarchy of professional
teachers consisting of four levels: "associate achers," who were interns or novices given a formal schedule but few

responsibilities; "staff teachers," who had a regular teaching load and were aided by paraprofessionals; "senior

teachers" were defined as learning engineers, who we expen in particular subjects or skill areas and the "master
teacher," was the resident scholar and research expert (Bierlein, 1987, p. 42).

In summary, developing hierarchies of instructional duties, merit pay, performance-based pay, differentiated

staffing, master teacherlleader prograrns have now become part of the "new," system-wide attempts at comprehensive

change and reform in education. As one can readily determine, the career ladder programs of the 1980s w-e a
combination of these past attempts at educational reform. However, there is considerable evidence that many of the

recent reform efforts are making the same mistakes of the past. They are implementing programs with little testing

and almost no research or program evWuation for planned reform and change.

REASONS FOR PROGRAM FAILURES

Former program reform movements could have provided a profession0 test or base for the development of
education and teacher leaders, but by 1980 they essentially had left the educational scene. Freiberg & Knight (1985),

have discussed the fact that, in the early 70s, the concept of differentiated staffing was basically abandoned and
districts returned to the tradi6onal staffing patterns of the previous years (Bierlein, 1987, p. 45). From experience

with programs such as the "Temple City Model," in the state of California, English (1972) reported positive changes
for teachers in task differentiation, job recogni6on and career development, but there is little evidence of program
:ontinuation beyond the 70s.

The question is, "What are the reasons for these seemingly positive teacher development programs to have
'ellen into disuse? The answer is quite evident. Past experience has demonstrated thatsuccess, failure, or program
'fade away" can be attributed to key areas which are interdependent or interconnecting. These include the following:

1. Lack of systematic research (planning and implementation) resulted in no significant or
dependable empirical evidence. There was an absence of research howing program impact
on teaching effectiveness, improved learning and achievement of school goals.

2. Lack of Lndepth evaluation provided no dependable base for program recycling, modification or
improvements.
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3 I c of pivot testing (most programs involved complete implementa 'on over a short time period).

otipositik.ca from educationW associadons existed to a high degree; merit and hierarchy of duties
Nene t./ntngly opposed.

!Mal vaated programs from above resulted in little input or suppon from teachers.

tas, usually resulting from lack of funding, caused quality teachers to be held from moving up

7 Inservice programs suffered from lack of resources, mainly funding.

8. Withdrawal of funding from the federalgovernment and the Lnabaity of local districts to assume
additional costs. (Packard & Bierlein, 1987b, p. 2)

One more factor which has recently come to a high level of awareness, and needs to be added to the list is:
9. "The apparent extreme difficulty for people to change from traditional modes of behavior."

THE POSSIBLE PROGRAM SOLUTIONS

The Arizona Career Ladder Research and Evaluation Project, at the Center for Excellence in Education at
Northern Arizona University in Flagstaff, Arizona, USA, has accepted the challenge of investigadng the efficiency
of the career ladder project for the State Legislatnre. With broad guidelines, each local education agency designed their
own plan. By 1989, the project is to provide evidence which will allow the Legislature to make informed decisions
about the success of sixteen distaict pilot tests of their teacherdevelOpment models.

In this State, the business community, three universities, professional organizations, the governor's office, both
louses of the legislature and sixteen school districts, with over 10,000 educators, are immersed in an experiment
)ased upon scientific research. The Legislature mandated a 5 yeax research time which is implemented by/and
7ounded in the political support of educadonal and business representatives.

At the Arizona Career Ladder Pilot Project Assessment Conference (1987, May) Dr. Carol Norman, Research
;pecialist for the National Education Associadon, stated, "Arizona is an exception, it is a unique state in the reform
novement . . It has well informed people . . . a voluntary component . . . and teacher involvement." It is
pparent, successful collaborative structure for policy and system wide change and required pilot research and
valuation is being effected.

iv

In discussing the comprehensive research project, Packard and Bierlein (1987b) have stated, "Theoretically, career

Ldder teacher incentive programs will improve education and the teaching profession; they will help in recruiting,
ttaining and motivating high quality teachers; improve teacher evaluadon systems, instruction and morale; enhance
udent academic achievement and much much more."

In her dissertation, Bierlein (1987) has reported seve al theoretical areas supporting program development.



Among them me that cueer ladder programs, (1) enhance the status of teaching, establish career patterns and
make promotion possible, (3) professionalize teaching, providing more responsibility and control through mentoring,
peer evaluation and through teachers serving as instructional support persons, (4) increase accountability for teaching
and learning, (5) increase salaries and teaching performance, (6) make teaching more fmancially and psychologically
rewarding, (7) convince the public to increase fiscal support and to redeploy existing resources for more efficient use
of current financing, (8) increase emphasis on staff development and training, (9) bring focus to the instnrctional
program, and (10) improve teacher and administrator evaluation.

This research opportunity and challenge is one which very seldom happens in education, therefore, the lessons
from the past are guiding every phase of the pilot test.. Over the five year project, empirical evidence will be made
available for program evaluation and recycling. This proces is to allow formadve improvement of each disuict's
model over the period of the project. In 1989, the Center's sumrnative evaluation (based on extensive research), will
be turned over to the State Legislature.

Y-AM.14

Arizona State Senator Jones Osborn, member of the Joint Legislative Committee on Career Ladders,
characterized the desire of governmental leaders to gain dependable information prior to making decisions regardirig
program implementation when he stated, "Career ladder programs axe to provide equal pay far equal performance...
Districts must be willing to be a good laboratory for research or drop out" (Osborn, 1986, September 23).

Program failures Have directly been attributed to the lack of a research base. In the past, adequate collection,
analysis, recording and dissemination of empirical observations were not sufficiently generated to provide evidence
for future development.

This basic research endeavor is one of a few major efforts in educadon to get at the truth prior to legisladve
decision-making. Too often, use of power groups and special interests force decisions l-,ased on opinions and
ideology rather than on basic knowledge developed scientifically over an adequate period of time. It is a unique facet
of the Araona model that appropriate recommendations for change will be based upon objective research findings.

Pilot test districts are accepting this bold challenge for a variety of reasons. Among them are a desire to work
with public interests to improve teaching and, thereby, attract, retain, and motivate high quality teachers. They also
have a need to assume greater responsibility for improved student academic.. achievement results.

vjuatojesi,gn: Ongoing program evaluation and recycling for improvement, as previously stated, was
lacking M the. past. This has proven to have been a grave mistake. Therefore, after research observadons are made
and analyzed, the next step in the (veer ladder project is to provide feedback to districts and the State Legislature.

The evaluation design (a design selected for total program evaluation over the five year pilot) is an improvement
model; therefore, as a result of feedback, districrt are responsible for recycling and effecting appropriate
improvements or changes.

Patti co,Bection Feedhac The ye ly cycle of data col ection, analysis, reporting and feedback begins

5
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each spring so that program changes Call be asssessed. Districts involved axe able to use the findings in continuing

to review and improve their individual teacher development and incentive plans. Data is also being disseminated to
district teachers through seminars and conferences (Packard and Bierlein, 1987b).

The Research Center is providing a trend analysis and profiling which is demonstrating the direction of
development over the entire project- M D. Figures D-1 mad Eiglirta. provide an example of the type of
graphs which are used as feedback to districts and teachers for recycling and planning. For example, one district may
determine that another is doing much better in evaluation. These districts may then collaborate to dttermine positive
procedures to be adopted for cooperative program improvement purpos

Overall data ue obtained through the I 1 11 1 ackard, et. al.,1986). It contains two
major components, evaluating career ladder programs and organizational climate (which here is more specifically
refered to as "psychological envLronment"). Observations of perceptions are gained through a Liken type assenment
scale. At the end of each of these sections, respondents are asked to list and describe program strengths and
weaknesses on two open ended questions. Due to limitations and for the purpose of this paper, only the results from
open ended items will be presented.

is I I $1IlI
As discussed here, the term psychological environment is being utilized and refers to a specific component of

what has otherwise been reported in the literatue as orgahizational culture, school climate, interpersonal relationships

and system communication levels (}laipin, 1966; Litwin and Stringer, 1)68).

From past experience, there is considerable theorizing and some related evidence of the association between
orgmizational climate and the way in which people perform and develop in their work place. Present Center research
results in the pilot test of career development programs is demonstrating empirically derived evidence of this
association. The type of work environment has a great deal to do with how people feel about themselves and their
work. In turn, differing levels of perceptions about the work environment are showing effects on how well career
ladder prorams axe progressing in various test projects.

Cifintmmicationy The procedues and types of interpersonal communication,
the way in which superiors and personnel interact, is central to morale, motivation and performance ackard, 1984a).
Research strongly indicates that business and industry and public organizations including schools) must recognize
that worker performance is enhanced when theft- basic psychological needs are met. For the greatest possible
performance a planred system of mist, respect and reward must be implemented on a system-wide basis (Packard,
1985b; 1985c).

Pr . Packard (1986) sites evidence which indicates that the general and
pecific) aspects of "organizational climate" and the success of various programs are interrelated. Any change or

efonn in program components or total organization is clearly tied to perceptions of interpersonal, or envfronmental

elationships. "In schooling as in ecology, a change in one element of the system affects most of the others. If

6



teachers acquire more status and prestige, more privilege arid authority.... teacher morale &nd school clknate may be
affected." 1985, p. 5)

Another dimension of the pilot test issue, is to consider the current level of operation of the psychological
envhonment and determine what effects it has on the progress, success or development of programs like career
ladders. Therefore, the research, evWuation, and program improvement cycle must involve comparisons of success in

the area of communicadon and climate and how well teachers and adrriinistrators are able to accept desired educational
change and reform.

All districts involved in the Arizona career ladder educational reform movement have recognized the importance
of school environment, school cultFe and Lnterpersonal reladonshipsas factors that contribute to learning. But, to
this point, none had clearly made a strong attempt at planned change in, the area of envfronment to effect improved
teacher and student performance.

In this research project the psychological environment is an important variable to study for two basic reasons;
(1) the factor is a key to progress and success with any major program implementation, and (2) as a result of career
ladder teacher development programs, changes in feeWigs about one's environ_ment must be &meted mid directionally
tracked-

'gel_Fixienmelit The scatter graph shown in Appendix B, Figure B-1, depicts
the relationship between assessment of the psychological envfronment in pilot districts and response to perceived
progress of cweer ladder programs. A Pearson Product Moment correlation (r) of .49, is significant at the .0001 level
Of probability. There is less than 1 chance in 10,000 of this relationship happening by chance. There clearly is a
relationship between the psychological envfronment component of school climate and perceptions of program
progress.

Insect Figure B-1 about here

alig2inalzik.- The pie graph shown in Appendix R, Figure depicts the composite percentage distribution

of teacher perceptions of strengths in the psychologicW environment, based on collapsed qualitative data from open
ended questions for nine phase one districts.

Insert Figure B-2 about here

&eta Presentation. Appendix B, Fieure B-2. depicts a brief listing and definition of composite perceptions of
strengths in the psychological environment of career ladder programs ty proponjon and in priority order, as follows:

1. 21%- Slaff: Refers to teacher perceptions of relationships among staff, teachers and
district personnel, e.g.s, . '.supportive staff." "Great teachers." . .open
relationships among teachers." "Strong, dedicated, cooperative staff."

7
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2. 11% - Communication: Refers to positive perceptions about communication, cooperation
and support among faculties and their administrations, e.g., "Teachers are respected
and supported . . ."

References to both innovative procedures and
opportunities for teacher development and improvement, e.g.s, ". . .opportunities togrow." "Provides profeusional advancement opportunities." "Inservice . . . to
improve teaching skills.

4. fa% - prineinal: Positive references about principals, e.g.s, "Superior building principals."
. . . a very open-minded principal." "Our greatest strength is our principal."

'Principals who respect their staffs create the positive atmosphere."

5. 0.2% Fecovnitinn: Refers to being treated as a professional, with respect and recogrution,
e.g.s, "Constant positive feedback as well as constructive criticism." ". . . rewards
are both intrinsic and extrinsic for teachers." ". . . weats us as professionals and
shows us respect and trust." "Positive strokes - verbally."

6. 0 Positiveneu: Refers to positive statements in general, e.g.s, "The school is very
positive." "A friendly atmosphere which promotes a sense of unity." "The district
is swong."

- Environment: Refers to the physical environment, curriculum materials andequipment, e.g.s, "A beautiful, clean working environment." ". . . lots of materialsfor our students." "New and latest educational techniques, equipment, etc." ". .
excellent equipment."

8. 26%_ &floe] laiwu s: Refers to public relations categories, e.g.s, "Parents who get
involved." ". . . wonderful children in our district." "Caring . . to have all
children succeed."

9. A utonomy: References about academic freedom or freedom to instruct within one's
own classroom, e.g.s, " . . . freedom to instruct . . . with professional discretion." ".
. . able to teach without interference." "Teachers are able to develop their ownteaching techniques." " . . freedom to be a professional and use one's own
creativity and judgment." . . . some latitude in creating programs and using new
ideas . . ."

10. 1% - A d miniistra ti_an Refers to district admints ation, e.g.s, ". . an excellent
administrative staff." "Administrative optimism." . . district level administrators
who are innovators .

Data Analysis. The pie graph shown in Apoendixl3, FiureB-3. depicts the composite percentage diswibution
of teacher perceptions of wealcnesses in the psychologicalenvironment of career ladder programs based on collapsed
qualitative data from open ended questions for nine phase one districts.

Insert Figure B-3 about here
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Data Presentation. A brief listing and definition of composite percepdons of weaknesses in the
psychological environment of career ladder programs by proportion and in priority order as depicted in
Egure B-3, is as follows:

1. % - ComrnuAcation: Lack of, or the need for improved communication within the
working environment, primarily between faculty and theiradministrators.

2. .15% - nition: Refers to the psychological environmental needs of recognition,
reinforcement and feedback.

3. 0 ALtuni=Lticia: Perceptions refer to poor administrative and management
procedures, lack of leadership consistency and lack of school board support for
teacher needs.

4. Kong v: Refers to perceptions of poor salaries and the feeling that funding will not
be there to support high professional salary levels resulting in quotas rather than
actually paying all qualified teachers on the basis of demonstrated performance.

i sc_e: For examples, "Too much emphasis on test scores." "How will
_counselors and library/media personnel be paid?" "... consistent discipline program."

6. ,112 x Ira neon s vities: Includes references to assigned duties outside of instructional
activities, e.g.s, "Too many extra or special interest programs taking away from basic
instruction," ". . . overloads with responsibilities outside the classroom." "Too many
unprofessional duties."

7- D.2% - Cateer_Ladder: Refers to comments about the career ladder program intent, e.g.s, "Iresent it." ". . . creates distrust." ". . .takes teachers from the classroom." ".
causes condnual frustrations."

A ttitude/S tresi.: Refers to perceptions of environmental stress, e,g., . . need to
create a less stressful environment." "There is too much pressure to accomplish too
many things at the same time." "Morale is low." "There is a need for a more
positive approach ...

9. 09" - Faz iliti_es. Refers to perceptions about facilities, materials, equipment, e.g., ". .
need better working conditions." "The facilities are tei-rible." ". . . lack of . . . the
availability of materials." "Teachers are expected to accomplish the same goals
without equality of facilities and resources."

rn

In the area of teacher input, evaluadon and development, Bierlein (1987) has found several critical factors of
rtance which require attention for career ladder programs to move in a positive direction; significant factors we

the followhig:

1. Teacher input into the evaluation system (ownership) and significant stakeholder involvement in
program development.

2. Teacher support for paying educators on factors other than years of experience and credit hours.

11



3. Claiity of adminismative decisions and with inforrnadon about evaluadon and development.
4. The strengt11 of the evaluation system prior to career ladder program implementation.

5. A team approach to evaluation and levels of Mter-rater reliability.
6. Utilization of peers for instructional support (produces high levels of morale and cooperation).
7. The degree of emphasis on staff development and inservice training.

8. The degree of tinte consumpdon due to organizationW structure and procedures.
9. The degree to which the focus is on instnicticnal activides (13ierlein, 1987)

%11a,Analtsls: The pie graph shown in Apneniiix C. Fieure Crnl, depicts composite percentage distribution of
acher perceptions of career ladder program snengths based on collapsed qualitative data from open-ended questions

for nine phase one districts.

Insert Figure C-1 about here

Ibta Presentation: Analysis of o -ended responses to career program srrengths resulted in seven (7) distinct
:ategories. As depicted in Anpendix_C. Figure_C-1, a brief lisdng with descriptors of composite perceptions of
trengths of career ladder programs by proportion and ut priority order, is as follows:

1. 21% Teacherinput - improves communication between teachers and administrators; adequate
teacher input into CLP development and revisions.

2. 21 szlgu - represents increased salary opportunities; more money.

3. 16% Cj. Placement - provides oppornmity for advancement; good structure; fair appeal
process; provision for revision; optional plan.

4. 14% - Etofessionalisrn allows teachers to excel and to do their b e hers helping teachers;
provides higher level responsibility.

5. - Expiation - clear competencies and ex dons; high standads and goals; qualified
evaluators.

6. Ai4s Instruction - retains good teache ill help remove poor teachers; helps teachers
focus on teachfrig and learning.

7. 0% -SjaffInservice - provides good inservice n-aining; administrative support ackard, 1986).
The pie graph shown in Appendix C, Figure C-2, depicts composite percentage distribution of

icher percepdons of career ladder program strengths based on collapsed qualitative data from open ended questions
r nine phase one districts.

Insert Figure C-2 about here

1 0
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Data Presen ation: knalysis of open ended responses to career program weaknesses resulted in seven (7) distinc..
categories. As depicted in Anpendix Fivre C-2, a brief listing with descriptors of composite perceptions of
wealaresses of cueer ladder programs by propoon and in priority order, is as follows:

% Evahiati_m - too many/too few observations; lack of consistency between evalua ors; want
peer evaluators/teams of evaluators, if not already available.

2. 21% - C. L. Placement - inadequate appeal process; too many changes in plan; improper
placement procedures and standards; no incentive for more expedenced and educated
teachers; no options for part-time teachers.

3. .5% Comnutnicarign - poor communication; poor clarification of expectations and procedures.

4. - Time - too much busy work; too much emphasis on acdvities outside the classroom.

5. 22% - Sala= - not adequate compensation; program needs more financiO support_

6. 0% ataffjuizik - lowered morale among teachers; has created a stressful environment;
too much committee work; too much time out the classroom.

7. 0 Staff Inservice - lack of n-aining; not enough support with portfolio development.

ittiukcatUtatEinmcmulluiag
It is quite possible that finance and funding is the most crucial issue facing reform and change in teacher

development and incentive programs. As indicated before, it was one of the major reasons for the "fade away" of
other related programs of the past. It has also become quite clear that the present programs in this study require
extensive amounts of "new" funds ($8,400,000) to just pay for the pilot test, and certainly, a much greater amount if
the program is expanded to the total state (a projected$60,000,000 per year for Arizona alone).

DurMg one of the Ai-izona government joint legislative meetings, Representative King (1986, September 23)
stated, "In order for legislators to continue to go to the public for more funds we must assure them that we axe paying
teachers because they are good teachers." Of course, the question which is in the minds of many teachers who have
worked very hard developing career incentive program concepts is this, "After all that effort, will the funds be there?"

The research and evaluadon study is already able to report considerable program influence in improvement and
teacher development and the positive relationship between high teacher performance levels and student academic
achievement. On the other hand, the salary incentive question hasn't yet been solved.

iv Along with the program is the promise of considerable salary increases. For exa ple, in
a recent issue of The Wall Strulornaj (Ricklefs, 1987, May 8), there appeared the following related comments:

In Arizona, 15 disuicts will use career ladders next yeu, compared with nine this
year, says Judy Richardson, a-ector of the state's career-ladder project, which be-
gan in 1985. Teachers apply for promotion up the ladder based largely on evaluadons
of thek classroom performance by superiors and colleagues, and on their students'
test performance.

1 1



The system would raise a teacher's potendal top annual pay to $44,600 from about
$38,000 on the traditionW seniority scales... the program will cost the state $4.4
million this year and $8.4 million in 1988. "We want the best-performing teachers to
feel they can stay in teaching and still be rewarded," she explains. (p. 1)

In the same article, staff reporter Ricklefs (1987, May 8) shows a graph related to the main reasons for fonner
teachers leaving careers in educadon; his source was from a survey by the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company.
The bar graph in the uticle shows the following reasons for dropping out: (1) LQ% of the teachers re-orted,
'Inadequate, low salary," (2) 17% reported, "Lack of administrative support," (3) 15% reponed, "Lack of student
discipline," and (4) 15% respond,ad with, "No chance ofadvancement."

On pages 8 through 10 of this report, one c311 see the results of I. cent Center research in reg d to the extrensic
salary incentive. In responses to the "psychological environment" strengths section, "recognition' including salary)
ranked 5th, in the weaknesses al-ea, "Money," ranked 4th as a concern. From analysis of responses to the "career
ladder" components of the study, in die strength area, "Salary," ranked 2nd; in concerns related to weaknesses the
salary concept ranked 5th.

It is evident, paying teacher leaders a salary which is appreciated by teachers and the public is seen as a very
tmponant factor for success.

THE PERVASIVE CONCEPT OF CHANGE
It is quite clear that difficulties are to be expected in change situadons, the thing that makes the difference

between failure and success is in the leadership and its willingness and deske, at all levels, to effect real change. It's
in the cormnitment and effort toward solutions to problems. The concept of change itself may be the greatest
problem to be faced.

In the past, adminWrative and management systems have usually required some crisis, force or revolution for
change. Teachers and teacher organizations seem to have the same resistance which is found in administradve
structures. We have seen the fact that past program reform has largely 'stalled because of teacher resistance. This is
still a major problem! For example, a recent newspaper report (The krizona Republic, 1987, May 28) demonstrates
the continuance of this element when they quote the National Educadon Association President Futrell and Educadon
Secretary Bennett_ Futrell said, ".. . if Americans are serious about the quest for excellence, they will have to start
pumping 20 to 25 percent more money each year into public schools. Federal Secretary Bennett responded by
saying, "Give me a break and give the American people a break. . Once again, the NEA revecis its cash-register
mentality. While continuing to resist every promising and significant education reform in the states, the NEA
returns to its favorite obsession: money."

im-XharreNeedcin Financ_ & SociatStructin3
The test of the career ladder program will faze major challenges because it is an attack on many "sacred cows."

Three major areas of projected difficulty are, (1) probable need for redistribution of funds within school
n-gaMzations, (2) change in teacher attitude and philosophy about differentiated staffmg and pay based on teaching

2
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competence, and (3) change in political or govemmentW organization and philosophy which allows for a new
smicture not previously a part of the American (USA) school governance scene.

For success, adequately financing schools will take major redisnibution of funds from other budgetary lines
within each district organization. A major transfer of funds will be required from adminisn-ative services to the
teachM instruconal component_ Most likely, there will not be adequate fun& if redistribution of exisdng resouces
within school districts is the only attempted solution. Beyond that, it is quite probable that there will need to be a
major change in the basic political and organizational structure of fmance and funding, one which redistributes wealth
across the nation for equalization of funding resources.

While there is a national push to move more to a competitive "business" model of reward for teachers, based on
evaluated competencies rather than years of experience and college credit hours, the basic problem of economics

comes into play. The business mode requires much more of a differentiation of personnel than most current school
programs provide. Career ladder programs can accomplish staff clifferentiation without too much difficulty, but the
major school problem &rises in the compensation end of the scheme. The business model provides substantially
Unproved compensation to fit the expertise of high level professionals. Career ladder progr&ms (in order to be teacher
development and incentive ones) will have to receive the same financial considerations as other professions and
businesses.

_ 1 _11 II

ien it comes time for the political and financial issue to be faced, other questions will follow: (1) In a
capitalistic society, can the "education business" change from a "socialistic/bw-eaucratic mode" to a competitive
(business like) one? (2) Can the career ladder model be successful in a competitive mode and be sufficiently funded
through public sources? (3) To adequately pay for high level expertise, must schools develop private foundations or
operate like a business and chaxge a substantial fee for teaching students how to read, write and do mathematics? (4)
Can administrators accept teacher leaders havLng salaries equal to theirs? (5) Can adrninistrators allow teacher leaders
to gain substantial conuol and power over the instructional program? (6) Can teachers accept doing away with the
single salary schedule? (7) Can teachers accept the structure and philosophy of pay based on differentiation and
demonstrated competency?

One thing which is evident, there is no lack of challenge in our present endeavor to ny to answer some major
questions about the effects of career ladders in school systems and on the State or Nation. There is a certainty in the

process of change and development, many more societal elements will be affected which will cause new questions to
arise requiring attention and possible solutions.

CONCLUSION

Internationally, to enhance the development of teacher leaders and to move forwm-d with the World's problems in

education, there must be an improvement in the economic and social status of the teaching profession. Career
Ladders is a teacher development and incentive plan which has an excellent probability of rewarding teachers based on
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levels of demonstrated instructional competency and will warrant high social recogniUon and economic returns not
provided by organizational structures of the past. Theorelically, cm-eer ladder programs will attract, retain and

motivate high quality professionals, develop teacher leaders and result in improved student academie achievement.
The reasons for past failures (or lack of successes) are quite evident. These reasons are guiding program review for
future development. The significant areas of concern which have become clearly evident are; (1) The necessity of a
research and evaluation base for knowledgeable decision making, (2) The importance of the psychological
envfronment to program implementation and progress, (3) The significance of teacher involvement and sense of
ownership in personal and program evaluation and development, (4) The requfrements of finance and funding, and (5)
Change in social and political structure and philosophy which will allow for correction of reasons for past failures.
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It.PPEND:IX

Historical fl mentsiustifjnc. Career Ladder Teacher Dev_elonment & Incentive Proams

Recently, there has been a strong national move to improve student achievement and to pay teachem based

on merit or on performance rather than on years of experience and credit hours. The national mood was reflected

in/and moved ahead by nine reports. A review of Spady and Marx (1984), shows the following nine documents along
with central content as follows:

Ilie_aaidejair000sal by M. Adler in 1982 = the book basically requested a "12-year,

one-track system of public schooling dedicated to a thorough general/liberal educaGon

all students."

- major concerns are to add rigor and raise standards in both teaching and

learning.

3. the Grade, emphasizes the need for English language s 'lls as the key to

educational success.

4. -0-11 °V SI basically discusses the essential corripetencies and

knowledge required of college enuants.

5. Action for_Excelletice - The task force su-essed improvements in math, science and

technology and effective school-business cooperation.

6. AStuv of_Tii2h Schoolc - The author, Sizer, draws attention to the limiting character of

the schools' time-bound structure and procedikres and the damaging effect on curriculum,

teaching and learning that can result.

A Place Called School - Goodlad's Study of Schooling reflected deep concern with

negative consequences of age-graded, time-structured instructional systems.

Educatinr, Arnericsins fot the_23 t Century provides a plan of action for improving

mathematics, science, and technology education for all elementary and secondary students.

9. Hih Schoo' stressed change that would strengthen teachers and teaching in high schools.

All of them stressed the need for clearly defined goals which shape curiculurn.
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Figure B=1,-Peerson Product Moment Correlation

between Perceptions of Psychological Environment

and The Effectiveness of Career Ladder Programs
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